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~DA Bid~ Farewell to
: \
	Father of Learning Disabilities
~amuel Alexander Kirk, one of the most influential figures in the history of special education and
~specially learning disabilities, died July 21 at the age of 93. He was often referred to affectionately as the
father of Learning Disabilities.
i
~
r. Kirk, who was born in Rugby, North Dakota, in 1904, obtained bachelors and masters degrees in sychology trom the University of Chicago and a Ph.D. in physiological and clinical psychology trom the niversity of Michigan in 1935. He began his career in 1929 in Chicago teaching boys who were mentally etarded and delinquent to read while employed at the Oaks School.
~amuel Kirk continued his work on reading during his doctoral studies, while also working at the Wayne
rounty Training School in Michigan. At Wayne Country Training School, Kirk collaborated with T.
fIegge and W. Kirk to create the Hegge, Kirk, and Kirk Remedial Reading Drills. These materials, which {vere influenced by the work of most of the prominent figures in remedial reading at that time (M. ~onroe, S. Orton, and G. Fernald) as well as the effects of Kirk's training infunctional (behavioral)
psychology at Chicago, are still in use 60 years after they were developed.	.
!
,!he work with physiological psychology during his doctoral studies led Kirk to discount biophysical
t
'dentifications 9f disability and recommend more behavioral descriptions (child doesn't read) that could ead to remedhd planning. After completing his Ph.D. in 1935, Kirk worked as the director of a teacher
ducation program at Milwaukee State Teachers College (now University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee).
~ontinuing his interests in reading, in 1940 he published the book, Teaching Reading to Slow-Learning Children. His early research on remedial methods for students with mental retardation was interrupted by ~ervice in the U. S. Army during World War II.
Tn 1947 Dr. Kirk joined the faculty of the University ofT11inois to develop a program in special education for undergraduates and graduates. Much of Dr. Kirk's pioneering work was done while he was Director pf the Institute for Research on Exceptional Children at the University of lllinois, which he helped to ~stablish and was its first Director. During the 1 960s he also served as director of the Division of fIandicapped Children, forerunner to the US Department of Education's Office of Special Education, in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
~ater Dr. Kirk devoted considerable effort to developing a means of measuring specific aspects of tinguistic, perceptual, and memory abilities in young children. The lllinois Test of Psycho linguistic Abilities (ITPA) appeared in an experimental ~rsion in 1961 and was revised and published in 1968 (co-authored ,*ith 1. McCarthy and W. Kirk). This test, which was widely used in the 1960s and 70s as a clinical and research tool, provoked some controv~in special education. Kirk explained that the ~ontroversy w~s probably because the test "spawned manNjusions and.ialse hopes. Some people have taken the ITP A as the instrument for diagnosis of all ills and educational problems. In spite of our 1¥arnings, it is used for junior high school students, even though it is intended for young children. Many
~so use it to d,agnose problems to which the ITP A does not apply. Furthermore, many people want to
hse it without taking the time to learn how to give it." (Reference Kirk, S. A. ( 1976). In 1. M. Kauffinan ~ D. P. Hallahan (Eds.), Teaching Children with Learning Disabilities (p. 253). Columbus, OH: ~errill. )
Throughout his career, Dr. Kirk contributed regularly to the academic literature. In addition to the yolumes already noted, he also published other books on mental retardation, reading, and learning
. '
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pisabilities. Certainly one of the most influential of these was an introductory text in special education, fMucating Exc~ptional Children (1962), that has been revised repeatedly and, now co-authored by James r Gallagher, is in its 6th edition.
'--"
~
Uring his tenure in Washington, he contributed to early federal legislation that ultimately led to
ontemporary laws on special education. Perhaps his greatest legacy to the field of special education is he many students who studied with him, including several who have been highly influential figures in
pecial educatic;m during the last 30 years.
I I I
pt addition to his scholarly work on mental retardation, Kirk is widely known for his contributions to the
~.~velopment of the field of learning disabilities and is often said to have coined the term learning
f!isabilities.
:pro Kirk was present when groups offtustrated parents first met to seek help for their children who today
we know had learning disabilities. He was instrumental in helping those parents form the Association for
I
~
hildren with Learning Disabilities (ACLD, now the L
.
	earning Disabilities Association of America, LDA)
d served as the first Chairman of its Professional Advisory Board. In honor of his devoted service to he organization and to the field of learning disabilities, he remained the Honorary Chairman of the P AB or the remainder of his life.
Much of the progress made in understanding learning disabilities and in serving persons with learning
~isabilities is attributable to the pioneering work of Samuel A. Kirk and his longtime collaborator and
rfe, Winifred D . Kirk. We, in LDA, are thankful that we had the privilege of knowing and working
g
	'th Dr. Kirk. The insight shared by Dr. Kirk benefited us all and the accomplishments of many
	rofessionals in the field ofleaming disabilities are directly attributable to the foundations he laid. After
	ore than 20 years at IDinois, Kirk moved to the University of Arizona in Tucson, Arizona, where he
'--' fontinued to play an active role in special education.
	fie is survived by his wife, Winifred D. Kirk, his daughter, Lorraine and son, Jerry. If you would like to
	¥rite a note to Mrs. Kirk, her address is 7500 N. Calle Sin Vidia, Tucson, AZ 85718. If you would prefer
	o do something special in Dr. Kirk's honor, the ACLD Foundation has established a fund in his memory.
	ontributions 9an be sent to ACLD Foundation, 4156 Library Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15234. The
	oundation will acknowledge the gift directly to the family.
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